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Ken McNeely, President of AT&T California

At AT&T, diversity means promoting an environment of inclusion; one in which everyone is valued and every
voice is heard. We are proud of our track record – one of the nation’s best in any industry – when it comes to
diversity in hiring, promoting and supplier procurement.
AT&T began its supplier diversity program nearly 50 years ago. Diversity is ingrained in the company’s values
and culture, and we continue to support diverse suppliers through investments in education and mentorship.
This is why I’m so proud that DiversityInc recently named AT&T as the #1 company in the country for supplier
diversity.
We are committed to promoting, increasing and improving the overall participation of minority, women, LGBT
and service disabled veteran‐owned businesses in our sourcing of materials and services. AT&T will continue to
innovate to ensure we meet the needs of our suppliers, customers and AT&T’s supply chain.
I am pleased to report that in 2016 our supplier diversity results for the AT&T reporting companies overall
exceeded our corporate and GO 156 goal of 21.5%. We spent more than $1.68 billion – 22.44% of our total
state purchases – with diverse suppliers in California. This represents an almost 6% increase in spending
compared to 2015, with our diverse suppliers and these investments directly supporting new jobs and
opportunities in our state’s innovation economy.
Mobile, Internet Protocol and broadband connectivity are enabling Internet of Things solutions, which are
helping create a better, more sustainable world. Whether it’s connected cars and homes to smarter, more
resilient energy grids to tools that help cities manage traffic and reduce air pollution. We’re proud to deliver
infrastructure, solutions and technology to move these solutions forward.
AT&T will continue to innovate to ensure we meet the needs of our suppliers, customers and our supply chain.
As in the past, our company will continue to work with diverse suppliers to bring the best in class
communications technologies to our customers in California.
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Overview
Per California Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC”) General Order 156 (“GO 156”), AT&T submits its Annual
Report and Plan for AT&T California (U 1001 C), AT&T Long Distance (U 5800 C), AT&T Corporation (U 6346 C)
and AT&T Mobility (U 3021C) (herein referred to as “AT&T”). The 2016 Annual Report articulates AT&T’s
diversity program activities and results between January 1, 2016 and December 31, 2016, and the AT&T
Supplier Diversity program objectives and purchasing goals for 2017.

Introduction and Summary of California Supplier Diversity Spend
In 2016 AT&T Supplier Diversity efforts led to an overall California diversity spend of $1.6 billion dollars,
representing 22.4% of total spend.
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9.1.1 Description of Supplier Diversity Program Activities1
Internal Supplier Diversity Program Activities
Global Supplier Diversity Organization
In 2016, the AT&T Global Supplier Organization created two strategic teams to increase comprehensive
oversight of AT&T's Supplier Diversity Program. One team focused on AT&T’s internal business unit initiatives,
strategies, and life cycle management of portfolio diverse suppliers. The second team coordinated and
supported all external initiatives and outreach events for prospective diverse suppliers. Both teams supported
certified diverse businesses and worked to position W/MBE/DVBE/LGBTBE businesses with opportunities
identified by the AT&T’s clients and business units. AT&T also has three dedicated Supplier Diversity
Professional Managers in California that provide support toward GO 156 compliance efforts.

Internal activities to promote the Supplier Diversity Program include:


Proactively monitoring internal minority spend attainment



Actively engaging with prime suppliers to report and procure minority suppliers



Strengthening important channel alliances to exceed our 21.5% spend goal



Dedicating resources to proliferate LGBT opportunities

AT&T’s Supply Chain Organization encourages 12 executive officer business units to engage and include diverse
minority suppliers in the contracting proposal process. This engagement strategy is further enhanced by
requiring supply chain managers to report progress toward our AT&T Supplier Diversity goals on their annual
leadership assessments.
Throughout AT&T corporate business channels, advancement toward an overall 21.5% diversity spend goal are
monitored quarterly and reported to executive staff.

1

Section numbering in this Report is in reference to numbered requirements for the Report as stated in GO 156
Section 9.
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Campaigns to foster Supplier Diversity targets have:


Marketing the Virtual Matchmaking On Demand Tool (VMOD) to bolster Tier‐2 contracts



Increased and targeted outreach with LGBT community



Expanded Prime Supplier management support



Distribution of a bi‐annual AT&T Supplier Diversity Newsletter to thousands of key stakeholders



Monthly category meetings with channel managers to identify contract opportunities

Recognition
Identifying quality minority businesses for contract opportunities is a priority for AT&T’s Supply Chain.
Managers that have demonstrated excellence in diversity inclusion receive AT&T’s Supplier Diversity Spark
Award. The Spark Award is given to employees that exemplify outstanding work in varied activities such as
mentoring, volunteering as subject matter experts at conferences, and serving as leads during events. In 2016,
six employees were recognized by Supplier Diversity Leadership and received this prestigious award.

The AT&T Supplier Diversity Organization also recognizes that creating and maintaining an inclusive supply
chain requires more than cultivating relationships beyond internal procurement channels. Accordingly, the
Supplier Diversity Performance Award was established for officers that exceeded AT&T’s 21.5% minority spend
goal. During 2016, AT&T recognized twenty‐four business unit officers with this award.

Newsletters
Supplier Diversity Newsletters were developed as communication vehicles to increase Supplier Diversity
awareness and provide information about AT&T's Supplier Diversity Program to AT&T associates, leadership,
contract managers, Prime Suppliers, and key internal stakeholders.

The “AT&T Supplier Diversity Newsletter” includes information such as:


Supplier Diversity leadership messages



Supplier Diversity results



Conference highlights



Program initiatives
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Awards and recognition



AT&T leader highlights for contributions toward Supplier Diversity results



Events and activities for networking opportunities with Supplier Diversity personnel

In addition, AT&T Supplier Diversity promotes prime supplier achievements, best practices, and current events
through a bi‐annual newsletter, “The Prime Supplier,” which was distributed to AT&T contract managers and
nearly 600 AT&T prime suppliers.
The newsletter provides data regarding:


AT&T Prime Suppliers who attained outstanding AT&T Supplier Diversity results



Updates regarding significant achievements such as the “Supplier Diversity Performance Award,”
current events, new appointments, and best practices

External Supplier Diversity Program Activities
Technical Assistance Programs: Imagination – Connection – Collaboration
In the spirit of AT&T’s mission to “connect people with their world everywhere they live, work and play—and do
it better than anyone,” in 2016 AT&T’s Global Supplier Diversity team created new avenues to bring diverse
suppliers access to information, people, and contracts.

Demonstrating our continued commitment to GO 156, a funding investment of over $1 million was allocated for
Technical Assistance and Capacity Building. AT&T’s activities and events for 2017 are described below.

New Strategic Programs
In collaboration with leaders from the LGBT, MBE, WBE and DVBE communities, AT&T created five new
conferences/workshops with the majority hosted at its regional headquarters in San Ramon, California. Over
the course of the year AT&T engaged with hundreds of diverse businesses from all over the state.

Q1 2016
Teaming with the AT&T Supplier Diversity group, the Western Regional Minority Supplier Development Council
(WRMSDC) kicked off the year with a cybersecurity workshop. This no‐cost training opportunity was available to
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WRMSDC membership and members of other non‐profit communities such as the National Gay & Lesbian
Chamber of Commerce, local chambers, DVBE groups and women’s business alliances.

A workshop was developed led by experts in the field of cyber threats. Attendees were given extensive content
on how to develop a cybersecurity plan for their organization that included risk assessments, industry best‐
practices, information about free and low‐cost software, and essential elements on how to develop a layered
defense strategy.

Q2 2016
In the second quarter, the AT&T Supplier Diversity team co‐created two dynamic one‐day conferences with the
Astra Women’s Business Alliance (a regional partner of WBENC) and the Disabled Veterans Business Alliance
(DVBA). AT&T spearheaded planning with both organizations to construct a one‐day economic summit and a
professional services expo.

Each event engaged a broad range of supplier diversity professionals, minority leaders and industry experts.
Attendees reported that these sessions provided them multiple leads and ideas that would bring a positive
impact in their businesses. A summary of each session is articulated below.

Astra’s Economic Summit – San Ramon, California
Last July, Astra’s Women’s Business Alliance launched an economic summit that was created in collaboration
with AT&T Supplier Diversity.

Over 100 attendees participated in interactive discussions that provided critical information on the latest
trends in professional services, construction, and technology. In addition, we had tremendous support from
our supplier diversity peers that expanded across industries such as: the Federal Reserve Bank, Johnson &
Johnson, McKesson, PG&E, Wells Fargo, NASA, Google and many others.
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Topics covered in collaboration with AT&T leadership were:


Advanced Technologies Impacting Global Markets



State of Cyber Security Impacts on Businesses



Preparing for Cyber Attacks



Current Technology Trends

The summit was well attended and received by both corporate and diversity organizations – most attendees
were from California, but Oregon, Washington, Virginia, Illinois, Texas and Idaho were also represented.

Disabled Veteran Business Alliance (DVBA) IT & Professional Services Expo – San Ramon, CA
The AT&T Supplier Diversity team and DVBA’s executive leadership team developed a multifaceted one day
event to educate and connect veteran business owners to help their companies grow.

AT&T led this segment of an industry series deployed by the DVBA in 2016. Over 110 attendees who work in
the information technology and professional services joined us at the AT&T campus in San Ramon, CA.

Highlights of sessions during the conference were:


How to Garner Success with the State of California & Local Utilities



Preparing Your Business for Future Contracts



Best Practices of Successful DVBEs



Strategic Matchmaking with Professional Services Buyers



Benefits in Selling into the Insurance Market



Key Insight on How to Become an AT&T Prime

The event closed with a networking reception. In addition to a large group of AT&T managers in attendance
and AT&T Primes, many other DVBA corporate members dedicated time and resources in support of the Expo.
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Q3 2016
Golden Gate Business Association (GGBA) Project Impact Builder – San Francisco, CA
A critical focus area for the AT&T Supplier Diversity team was to provide technical assistance to the LGBT
business community in California, and AT&T’s sponsorship aided in the launch of a series of workshops. Hosted
at the Small Business Administration offices, the workshops concentrated on three topics:


How to do Business with AT&T



Fireside Chat with AT&T & McKesson – Best Practices to Engage with Supplier Diversity Professionals



Cybersecurity and the Procurement Process

After the event, the GGBA leadership received feedback from attendees and participants that underscored how
the content was important and relevant to their businesses

Q4 2016
Elite Service Disabled Veteran Owned Businesses (SDVOB) Prime Event ‐ San Ramon, CA
AT&T, SDVOB leadership, and some supplier diversity veteran advocates designed a full‐day program to educate
and connect DVBEs.

The event was kicked‐off by AT&T’s Veteran Employee Resource Group President, a Navy veteran, sharing the
mission of serving veterans, active duty and families in the surrounding Bay Area community. This segment
covered a new Elite program initiative connecting DVBEs with contract opportunities specifically having low
thresholds to entry. A series of other special guests also contributed throughout the day, concluding with
break‐out sessions that connected corporate representatives and DVBEs to learn about future opportunities.

National Conference – National Gay & Lesbian Chamber of Commerce (NGLCC) ‐ Palm Springs, CA
During August 2016, AT&T California leadership demonstrated its commitment to supplier diversity with its
sponsorship of the NGLCC’s National Conference in Palm Springs, California.

The three‐day event hosted over 1,000 attendees, including a half a dozen AT&T executives from across the
United States. AT&T received numerous prospective suppliers identified for future Tier‐1 and Tier‐2 contract
opportunities.
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AT&T’s involvement during the conference included:


Key Panelist and Discussion– “Doing Business with California Utilities”



NGLCC Biz Pitch Luncheon Executive Remarks Ken McNeely, President AT&T California



NGLCC “Winning LGBT Inclusion”‐ Executive Panelist ‐ Ken McNeely, President– AT&T California



Matchmaking sessions



Strategic meetings

AT&T Diversity Supplier Conference – Dallas, TX
AT&T Supplier Diversity hosted another supplier conference at our headquarters in Dallas, Texas. In
collaboration with the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) “Network of the Future Conference,”
AT&T welcomed 650 participants during the two‐day session. Throughout the conference, key executives
shared and discussed how consumer demand and technological advances are changing how our traditional
business operates and how structure changes are necessary to meet customers’ demand in connectivity,
mobile services, next generation TV and high‐speed internet services.

The AT&T Supplier Conferences have helped AT&T create an ideal environment to connect executives, primes,
and current and prospective suppliers. Beyond the workshops, during the Dallas conference AT&T capitalized
on the abundance of resources available, allowing MBEs to register for strategic meetings with key decision
makers. In cooperation with a DVBE company, AT&T organized strategic matchmaking sessions with AT&T
Sourcing Managers and our Tier‐1 vendors that coordinated 152 meetings with 74 diverse suppliers – nearly
20% from California. After the event, an additional 65 meetings were scheduled – results of the meetings are
still pending; however, the team is excited that this event showcased the true innovation that diverse suppliers
bring to our company.

Software as a Solution
In 2015, AT&T Supplier Diversity collaborated with a disabled veteran owned supplier and developed a new
innovative tool called Virtual Matchmaking on Demand, or VMOD.

AT&T's goal in promoting VMOD is to effortlessly match Prime Suppliers with diversity suppliers for
subcontracting opportunities. VMOD eliminates the pressure of face‐to face‐meetings, matching Tier‐1 vendors
with minority businesses. Data analytics match diverse suppliers’ capabilities to be registered with AT&T Prime
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Suppliers for meetings and/or prospective subcontracting opportunities. By year‐end the VMOD tool
successfully:


Produced over 1,000 matches – over 6% were California businesses, the highest statistic of any state



Registered 419 diverse suppliers – 20% from Californian



Engagement with approximately 100 Primes Suppliers and growing



Generated over 100 meetings

California Diversity Volunteers
AT&T encourages supply chain managers and employees from strategic areas of the business to participate in
its Supplier Diversity Outreach Ambassador (SDOA) program. These dedicated individuals volunteer their time
in a wide variety of capacities to assist the Supplier Diversity team at outreach events across the US, especially
in the state of California. There are over 150 statewide volunteers registered to support the California Supplier
Diversity team and they were impactful to the minority business community by:


Mentoring MBEs in the Network and Domain 2.0 space



Leading minority conference workshops



Participating on procurement panels



Donating their time after hours to support minority certification agencies

AT&T is proud to report that in 2016 it had one or more SDOAs at nearly 90% of the supplier diversity events
targeted by our team in California.
Championing Supplier Excellence
Over the years AT&T Supplier Diversity has developed a multi‐layered approach to assist growing diversity
companies. Often an integral component of achieving that success is through education and mentorship – to
that end, AT&T continues championing MBEs by sending them through programs directed by John F. Kennedy
(JFK) University, Northwestern University and Dartmouth College.

AT&T believes providing scholarships to the minority business community in California is one way we can assist
building a small business’s capacity. The Supplier Diversity team has explored numerous executive programs
across the country.
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In 2016 17 minority businesses were chosen to attend these highly accredited programs, to help them develop
a future growth strategy, share leading edge resources to strengthen marketing efforts, and demonstrate
current innovation practices to assist integrating next generation services into their business. Highlights of the
2016 scholarship programs were:


More than 50% of attendees were California based minority companies, including one LGBT business



87% of JFK participants stated that the program caused measurable changes in their business



100% reported that the coursework positively impacted their internal goals and vision



AT&T’s cornerstone JFK program expanded, allowing a utility peer to send two additional California
diversity businesses through the 2016 session

Prime Supplier Program
A clear competitive advantage for AT&T Supplier Diversity is our Prime Supplier Program (PSP). Historical
results clearly indicate how instrumental our Prime Suppliers have been in assisting in proliferating diverse
businesses into AT&T’s supply chain. The AT&T Prime Supplier program has dedicated supplier diversity
managers who collaborate with our Prime Suppliers to create detailed plans for utilizing diversity suppliers, to
set meaningful goals for utilization of diversity suppliers as subcontractors, and to encourage development of
innovative solutions for improving and tracking diversity results. The team also manages process improvements
for monthly reporting as well as monitoring annual compliance results for the program.
Progressive procurement practices achieved in 2016 via this program resulted in:


Over $2 billion of Tier 2 spend with Diverse Suppliers



$357 million of Tier 2 spend with Diverse Suppliers in California



44 Primes were given a “Crystal Award” for exceeding AT&T’s 21.5% diversity inclusion target



More than 400 Primes submitted an annual supplier diversity plan to AT&T
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Supplier Diversity Commendations
In 2016, AT&T was presented with 24 local and national awards for its activity in promoting supplier diversity.
Listed below are some of those awards:


Community Impact Award – Western Region Minority Supplier Development Council (CA)



Veteran Advocacy Award – Department of General Services (CA)



Outstanding Leadership Awards (2) – Disabled Veteran Business Alliance (CA)



Recognition of Impact Awards (3) – WBEC West (CA)



Done Deals Award – Astra Women’s Business Council (CA)



Top Corporation for LGBT Empowerment – Affinity Magazine



Best of the Best Top Supplier Diversity Program – Black EOE Journal



2016 Military Friendly Supplier Diversity Programs – NOVOBA



Best Top Supplier Diversity Program – Hispanic Network Magazine



Chief Executive Officer of the Year Award – WBE Hall of Fame



America’s “Best‐of‐the‐Best” Companies for Diversity Award – National Gay & Lesbian Chamber of
Commerce (NGLCC)
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9.1.2 Summary of Diverse Supplier Purchases

2016 ‐ AT&T Results by Ethnicity
Total Combined Companies
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2016 ‐ AT&T West Results by Ethnicity
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2016 ‐ AT&T Mobility of California
Results by Ethnicity
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2016 ‐ AT&T Communications of California
Results by Ethnicity
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2016 ‐ AT&T Long Distance of California
Results by Ethnicity
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2016 ‐ AT&T Direct Spend Results
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2016 ‐ AT&T Indirect Spend Results
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2016 ‐ AT&T Procurement by Standard Industrial Code
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2016 ‐ AT&T Minority Supplier Report – Clearinghouse Data
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9.1.3 Supplier Diversity Program Expenses
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9.1.4 Progress Toward Goals
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9.1.5 Summary of Subcontracting Utilization
2016 ‐ AT&T Prime Contractor Utilization
Total Combined Companies

2016 ‐ AT&T West Prime Contractor Utilization
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2016 ‐ AT&T Mobility Prime Contractor Utilization

2016 ‐ AT&T Communications of California Prime Contractor Utilization
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2016 ‐ AT&T Long Distance of California Prime Contractor Utilization
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9.1.6 Supplier Complaints
No formal complaints were filed against any AT&T company or its affiliates.

9.1.7 Exclusions
Neither AT&T nor its affiliates exclude any product or service category from its purchase base. Only those
exclusions stated in General Order 156 such as utilities, government fees and affiliates are excluded.

9.1.8 Procurement in Specific Spend Categories
AT&T’s Supplier Diversity team has developed a standard operating procedure to align designated supplier
diversity managers to work within target areas of the business. The team has maintained high visibility
within legal, finance and marketing for both direct and in‐direct contract opportunities. Beyond our efforts
articulated in section 9.1.1, AT&T’s work within underutilized categories are detailed below.

Advertising/Marketing
AT&T heightened efforts to increase opportunities for diverse suppliers in 2016. AT&T Supplier Diversity’s
dedicated resources in the marketing/advertising space has bolstered unlocking new contracting
opportunities for minority businesses. Frequent meetings with the internal Global Marketing Organization
and AT&T agencies increased diverse spend by on‐going supplier positioning, strategy discussions and
follow‐ups to ensure minority inclusion remained a priority to key decision makers.

Advertising and Marketing Primes were very supportive and engaging of diverse suppliers referred by AT&T.
Indeed, each of them developing a list of diversity outreach representatives and sourcing leads within their
organizations that collaborated with AT&T Supplier Diversity to improve minority inclusion, leading to $13M
in spend with California‐based businesses through November 2016.

Building strong relationships coupled with an increase in outreach and supplier positioning resulted in
multiple opportunities both internally and externally for diverse businesses. AT&T’s strategy is realizing
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measurable success ‐‐ last year three agencies of record exceeded our corporate diversity of 21.5%, with one
achieving nearly 40%!

California‐based diverse businesses also received notable contracts in 2016. Some examples of purchases
awarded to minority companies are shared below.


Doubled spend with a WBE media activation company



Utilized a new MBE digital media company for new projects, $250K in new spend



Spent over $2.5M in Latino radio and television advertising with a MBE media company



Ordered over $5.5M in media with a minority digital media company

Finance
Financial Services remain an important area for Supplier Diversity to advocate for diverse businesses. A
dedicated subject matter expert continued promoting and positioning minority, women and service disabled
veteran businesses with key decision makers in the finance department and other strategic internal
groups. Accomplishments in this area include:


Increased utilization of 13 diverse suppliers (15% from California) in debt underwriting ‐ paid $5.1
million to diverse co‐managers during 2016 in debt underwriting fees.



AT&T’s public market investments continued our emerging manager and diverse manager
program. As a result, AT&T engaged six diverse investment managers for domestic equity mandates
and awarded an allocation to a diverse investment manager in an active international equity
mandate.



AT&T’s private market investment team executed a new financial strategy that extended
opportunities to both small and minority businesses – as strategies continue to evolve, the team has
remained committed to our Supplier Diversity mission of inclusiveness.
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Legal
AT&T is proud to report that $14.7 million dollars or 83% of the AT&T National legal diversity spend was with Supplier
Clearinghouse Certified law firms. In 2016, AT&T’s Legal Department also participated in several diversity initiatives in
the law, including sponsorship and/or participation in these programs in California:



The Bar Association of San Francisco’s (BASF’s) Justice and Diversity Center



The Woman’s Leadership Edge Project at Hastings Law School



The Charles Houston Bar Association Annual Judicial Reception



The Bar Area Lawyers for Individual Freedom



The Association of Corporate Counsel, Southern California Chapter Street Law Project



The Mexican‐American Bar Association



The Constitutional Rights Foundation



The Centro Legal de La Raza Youth Law Academy



Funding Law Student Scholarships through the following:
o Minority Law Student Scholarship Program of BASF
o Black Women Lawyers of Los Angeles
o Asian Americans of Los Angeles Advancing Justice
o John M. Langston Bar Association

Also in 2016, AT&T’s Legal Department supported these national legal diversity programs, which have
constituents in California:


American Bar Association (ABA) Section of Litigation—Judicial Intern Opportunity Program



ABA Legal Opportunity Scholarship Fund



ABA Commission on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity



American Bar Foundation—Montgomery Summer Research Diversity Fellowship



National LGBT Bar Association



Hispanic National Bar Association



National Bar Association (NBA) Crump Law Camp



NBA Convention and Mid‐Year Meeting
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National Asian Pacific American Bar Association



Corporate Counsel Women of Color



National Association of Women Lawyers



Minority Corporate Counsel Association

Additionally, in each region of the United States and in Mexico, AT&T’s Legal Department provides similar
support and engagement with local bar diversity programs, scholarships, and initiatives.

9.1.9 Justification of Excluded Areas
AT&T does not exclude any product or service category from its purchase base. Only those exclusions stated
in G.O. 156 such as utilities government fees and affiliates are excluded.

9.1.10 Summary of Purchases
Summary of purchases in product and service categories that included renewable and non‐renewable
energy, wireless communications, and broadband are reflected in our tables and SIC code thirty‐six.
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AT&T 2017 Annual Plan
10.1.1 AT&T Global Supplier Diversity Goals
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10.1.2 Supplier Diversity 2017 Plans
AT&T is expanding its business portfolio, revolutionizing its network, and integrating new technologies to
offer the best solutions for its customers and our suppliers. New diverse businesses will help with this
transformation. AT&T is committed to diverse suppliers in 2017, as detailed below.


Proactively manage minority certification



Identify supplier diversity success through recognition programs and communications



Recognize Prime Suppliers attainment of 21.5% Supplier Diversity Minority spend goal



Quarterly monitor supplier diversity results



Expand the VMOD footprint by increasing the number of primes and minority suppliers in the system



Establish a Supplier Diversity Advisory Council with key stakeholders



Dedicate AT&T managers to promote LGBT certified businesses



Continued active engagement with California Council Presidents to effectively connect with
M/W/DVBE/LGBT community



Educate California diverse businesses through workshops and scholarships



Expand LGBT inclusion opportunities to connect with the AT&T team



Participate in California diversity outreach events that elevate AT&T’s ability to meet new suppliers



Attend Best Practices sessions, participate on minority boards, and have AT&T managers volunteer
on committees



Provide scholarship opportunities to select universities



Collaborate with key organizations to deliver strategic workshops

10.1.3 Supplier Recruitment in Low Utilization Areas
AT&T is committed to promoting minority business inclusion throughout the organization, with additional
emphasis on areas considered underutilized such as legal, finance and advertising. Last year, the team was
realigned to identify both Tier‐1 and Tier‐2 contract opportunities by assigning supplier diversity managers
by executive channels and primes suppliers that serve those organizations.
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The AT&T Supplier Diversity organization will continue to utilize California community outreach events,
workshops and VMOD to expand minority supplier spend. Additionally, AT&T will enhance its engagement
with supply chain resources and decision makers to increase exposure to both first and second tier contract
opportunities for the M/W/DVBE/LGBT community.

For additional information regarding our supplier diversity program and strategy, see sections 9.1.8, 10.1.2
and 10.1.5.

10.1.4 Supplier Recruitment in Excluded Areas
AT&T does not exclude any product or service category from our purchasing other than payments to other
utilities, government agencies and affiliates. The exceptions are permissible exclusions under General Order
156.

10.1.5 2017 Plan to Encourage Prime Contracting
AT&T recently revamped the Prime Supplier Program, adding extra Supplier Diversity Managers to the
process and stipulating new requirements to increase incremental results. Expanding resources will enhance
our ability to monitor Tier‐1 vendors and accelerate engagement with underperforming primes. Other
improvements incorporated were procedures to ensure Prime Suppliers maximize the frequency of issuing
sub‐contracting opportunities to small diverse suppliers.

Beyond our Supplier Diversity internal practices, the team will continue to promote our VMOD Tool. This
portal provides an easy, effortless free solution that strategically brings together minority companies with a
variety of AT&T service providers.
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10.1.6 Compliance Plan
In 2017, AT&T will comply with Public Utility Commission’s program guidelines to assist promoting minority
inclusion by focusing on the following tasks:


Create a task team to monitor Supplier Clearinghouse certifications and drive participation with
qualified minority vendors to the clearinghouse



Promote the VMOD tool to current primes suppliers and diversity businesses



Lead a series of workshops in collaboration with various minority groups



Communicate technical assistance programs available to the M/W/DVBE/LGBT companies



Collaborate with California minority leaders to assist with diversity inclusion efforts



Connect AT&T Prime Suppliers into California outreach events



Monitor supplier diversity results quarterly



Mentor diverse businesses to develop strategies for corporate contract opportunities



Request an annual supplier diversity plan from all top tier AT&T primes



Publicize supplier diversity successes with AT&T Supply Chain organization



Elevate engagement in the advertising industry to increase Tier‐2 spend
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